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                Telecommunication is all about connectivity—fast, efficient, and clear. Our company strives to provide not only the best services it is able to deliver but also the most varied and all-encompassing. 
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                  Our company prides itself on employing industry experts who understand the market they work in and know where it is going. Our mission is to provide the consumers with the best quality assistance in an effective and safe way that would leave them satisfied. We make sure to listen and understand our customer’s needs and issues and strive to create solutions that might maximize the worth of their purchase. 
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                  It is part of our company belief to always deliver on our commitments in an efficient and helpful manner. This way, we have carved a place for ourselves in becoming industry leaders when it comes to Telecommunication platforms and product innovation. We strive to bring our customers into the 21st century by using top-of-the-line manufacturers and up-to-date technology for all our products.

              

          

          
      

      
      
          
        
        
            
        
  

  


        
        		
			
				
					
						Services

						We do not only keep ourselves limited to providing landline or wireless services but offer both. To avoid unnecessary competition amongst these sometimes opposing facilities, the company puts forward tantalizing amenities and discounts on the two that make only one service practical for any given client.

					
				
						
							
								
								Landline services

								 Three-way calling, call waiting, and caller ID

							
						

						
							
								
								bandwidth

								POTS lines, T1 lines, Metro Ethernet lines

							
						

						
							
								
								HD TV, web hosting

								Full HD TV via fiber optic 

								Colocation, VPS

							
						

					

				

			
			
		
			
				
					
							Our company prides itself in providing excellent video and webcam security. We support most cameras and DVRs, the number of which remains unrestricted, and have an easy to install setup. Our system uses PC/laptops as CCTV DVR security systems, along with assistance from mobile application viewers, browser-based viewers, event notifications and unlimited storage space. In these packages, we allow you to finalize a service plan as you see fit if the free trial works for you. You are free to fully customize your plan, basing it on your requirements and budget. We are capable of supporting enterprises with thousands of high-end security cameras as well as consumers who use only one camera. 

					

				

			

		
			
				
					
						
							
								How do big companies secure their apps and websites?

								[image: ]
								Gambling software providers have single-handedly transformed and modernized the industry from the traditional land-based casinos and brought it online. NetEnt Casino Software is arguably the most recognized casino software and serves many notable casinos around the world, like 888casino, Mr. Green, etc. Playtech also has a major place in the software industry, being also the world’s biggest gaming company, and operates to companies like iPoker, Casino Gran Madrid, and Serbian State Lottery. Operated and owned by 888, Dragonfish gaming company acts as a strategic partner to assist in business growth and development by providing a full range of industry-leading technology. 

								Read More
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	 France and Technology by 2020
 [image: technology development in France] France is a digitally and technically advanced country, there is no denying that. It has...



        
    
        
                	 Telecommunication in France
 [image: telecommunications in France] Telecommunication in France is a highly developed and established industry. The country is served by an extensive array...



        
    
        
                	 France and the global challenges of information and communication technologies
 [image: France facing the global challanges ot telecommunications] The internet is a powerful tool that...



        
    
        
                	 Telecommunication and Health: Orange Healthcare in France
 [image: telecommunication health center programs] In 2007, Orange Telecom signaled its commitment to the health sector in France...



        
    




        
    

						

					

				

				
			
		
        
                
                La French Tech—Making France a Digital Economy

                

                
                    
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                        Recently, it was noted that from the top twelve connected objects sold via the Apple store in the United States, five were French. French web companies have been known to produce an average 39% of their turnouts in the international market, while on the other hand, other SMEs make 3%. Not only that, but 87% of employment contracts offered by digital start-ups in France are permanent. 

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                        All this shows that the digital footprint of the French economy has in recent years already been significant, yet still, the French government seeks to reshape and raise the profile of French digital economy in the international market even further.

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                                          
                                        Since its inception in 2013, French Tech has been a supporting group of not only entrepreneurs, but all those who can contribute to the growth and development of start-ups in France, including but not limited to investors, engineers, students, associations, bloggers, designers, developers, the media, and public operators. It is an accreditation awarded to French cities as recognition of their startup ecosystems. 

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                                          
                                        French Tech is not limited, but rather encompasses all start-ups, at all stages of their growth, from small individual firms to great juggernauts with several hundred employees and their eyes set on infiltrating the international market. This includes companies that share a global ambition, be it of any kind. As is the case all around the world, digital growth is the catalyst which sets off development, and French Tech includes pure digital players along with MedTech, cleantech, etc. startups.

                                    

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                                          
                                        The philosophy of French Tech does not involve starting everything from scratch. Instead, its aim was to build on French Tech member initiatives, to highlight what already existed, and to create, in essence, a snowball effect. French Tech is a shared drive, propelled, encouraged, and supported by the government, but built by all the actors of the French Tech start-up scene. French Tech does not create a new organization or agency, or even a new public tool, but is carried forward by a small team called Mission French Tech, which works closely with the French Ministry of Economy and Finance, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and with the General Commissariat for Investment. Cities accredited include Nice, Lille, Lyon, the Normandy region, Saint-Etienne, etc. 
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            About Us

            Founded in November 2006, Omexa Telecom has invested approximately three billion dollars in building a platform where we strive to bring people closer with new and innovative steps. Our aim is to offer the best services and offers, in a tantalizing and state-of-the-art manner that is different from our competition, and in so doing localizing companies and individuals in this gradually shrinking global village that is our world.

                	info@telecom-lille1.eu
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